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What is Brexit? Well, Brexit is the
people would vote to remain in the
withdrawal of The UK from the
remain in the EU rather than for
European Union. These cause changes Theresa May’s deal if a referendum
in money and travelling for the UK. For offering those options were called, a
example, €7 (£6.30) every three years to snap poll by YouGov has found 61 % of
travel to countries that are still in the the population would vote to remain
EU. In addition, it has caused the British while 39 per cent would opt for the
pound to fall to its lowest level in 30 existing deal, however, if people were
years. However, a large amount of
asked in a public vote whether they
people would like a second referendum would prefer to remain in the EU oror
(vote) as they are not pleased with the
leave with no deal in place, remain
outcome of leaving the EU.
would still win, though by the smaller
Furthermore, many people did vote in margin of 57-43 per cent.It shows a 22the first referendum. In my opinion I
point lead for Remain over Ms May’s
believe we shouldn’t have a second deal, or a 14-point lead for Remain over
referendum as it is expensive and we
no deal at all. Overall, what do you
may alternatively receive the same
think? Shouldn’t we have a second
outcome (leave the EU). It is just too
referendum or not?
By Wisam Eltayeb
much of a risk. Nearly two-thirds of

Prevent Pollution!

Pollution is the introduction of
This may result in millions of deaths
harmful materials into the
of humans and animals.This needs to
environment. These harmful materials
come to an end.
are called pollutants. Pollutants can In addition, air pollution does a lot of
be natural, such as volcanic ash. They
damage to our health. It causes
can also be created by human activity, asthma and lung diseases; with all the
such as trash or runoff produced by smoke clogging our lungs it forces the
factories. Pollutants damage the lungs to work a lot more harder which
quality of air, water, and land.
weakens our bodies which decreases
It is:
our stamina when we are completing
- Caused by us and our way of life physical activities. All of this leads us
- It’s killing us slowly but surely to having shorter life spans. Pollution
has a terrible effect on our bodies.
To begin, pollution is caused by a
Moreover, there are many ways we
number of things damaging the ozone can reduce and prevent pollution
layer. For example, car exhausts,
from getting worse. You could reduce
factories, people smoking cigarettes the number of trips you take in a car
and even cow dung. Not only does it by finding an alternative transport.
penetrate our ozone layer, but it’s a
For example, you can take a public
cause of global warming.All the
transport or walk.
pollution collects in the atmosphere To conclude, pollution is a horrible
and traps some of the heat.
thing. It kills, damages and overall
Greenhouse gases such as carbon makes the world worse than it already
dioxide raise the temperature
is.
worldwide. This causes ice caps to
Help stop pollution!
melt and sea levels to rise.
By Rebekah Tate

Ms Smith - An Interview on Women
By Saleem Haqdad

Saleem: What is it like to have power as a woman?
Ms Smith: Whatever your gender, you can do whatever you want and everyone
is equal. I am proud to be a woman with responsibility, every girl can become a
great leader. I am also proud that the CEO of Ark Schools is a woman with great
responsibility and education.
Saleem: Do you think the has changed in terms of women in power within
society?
Ms Smith: Undoubtedly, there are great opportunities for women to become
great leaders and that the glass ceiling is still there for women meaning women
can achieve more than they think.
Saleem: In regards to women in power, what would you change?
Ms Smith: I think there should be more support for women and children and
they should have as good education and work opportunities as men. I think
women do 80% of the work and men have a long way to go to work as hard as us.
Saleem: Do you have any advice for women?
Ms Smith: Have confidence, you have great ability and underestimate your
worth.

AN INTERVIEW WITH
AUTHOR RUTH EASTHAM

Do you think about whether it suits your taste or
whether it is completely boring? However, have you ever
thought “what is it like to be on the other side of it?”
Have you ever thought what it is like to be an author and
write the stories that many read? Reading a book can be
considered to be easy compared to writing it. So, how do
so many people do it? On the 2nd April Ruth Eastham
came to Ark Academy and gave several workshops, she
was also around during break and lunch. So, what is her
view in the job that she has chosen to live on? What is to
like to be an author? What do you think about when you
read a book? Do you think about whether it is good or
bad?Ruth Eastham wanted to become an author because
she was lucky enough to be surrounded

books her entire childhood: her father was a primary school teacher and read books to
her frequently, so she read a lot. Due to this, she became infatuated with reading and
wanted to share her love for it by writing stories to inspire others. Ruth has been an
author officially for about 8 years but she wrote for years before. She had shown
persistence to get to where she is now: this was shown when she still tried to get her
books published even after she was rejected quite a bit of times. Ruth believes that
persistence is a good thing to have for authors since your books can be rejected for
many reasons, it does not mean that it is bad. She had written poems and short stories
before becoming an official author. She also needed a backup job to live off. For her, her
big breakthrough was in 2001 when there was a BBC competition, this was big stepping
stone for her career. Her advice to future authors is that you have a clear plan for your
story and have researched it thoroughly before you have a complete setting if you plan
to base it off of a real place. In addition, she thinks that you should be in some sort of
writing group to be able to get critical yet supportive feedback from others in the same
area of expertise. She also believes that knowing your history is a good stepping stone in
a writing career this is due to how she uses history in all go her books so far. For
example her book called messenger birds was based on the Nazi war. She received
information from all sorts of places: she interviewed people who lived during that time
and went to museums and even went to visit where the women worked to decode the
messages sent by the Nazi to communicate with each other their strategy plans.
So how does being an author sound to you? Is it fun or is too hard? Does it sound
fulfilling or does it sound like a waste of time? Well either way, without authors how
could people learn and grow from past mistakes by the human race, how do we learn to
grow without knowing right from wrong?

By Nora Elbana

The world is dying
By

Hana

Abdelatti

In the 21st century we have become greedier than ever: we have
created this idea that it’s okay to unnaturally breed cows; and
constantly driving these vehicles which are polluting our earth;
and constantly burning down trees for our own personal benefit,
when it’s not. The reality is by doing this we are demolishing our
only home, the earth, with our bare hands. This is because when
we unnaturally breed cows it means that there are more of
methane gas which is one of the greenhouse gases, when we drive
vehicles they release carbon dioxide which is also a greenhouse
gas and when we burn down trees carbon dioxide is released from
the fire and the trees. Less trees means more carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere. Greenhouse gases are gases that act as a barrier from
letting heat to escape the earth therefore the earth warms up
more, increasing temperature. This is because the sun sends
shortwave solar radiation to the earth which causes the earth to
heat up. The planet sends heat back out to space by long wave
infrared radiation, however the greenhouse gas layers the upper
atmosphere traps the heat and sends it back down to the earth
causing the earth to warm up this is called the greenhouse gas
effect. The greenhouse gas layer is becoming thicker because of
human activities such unnaturally breeding cows so that we can
have our own meat to feed our greed; or driving vehicles because
we are too lazy to look for other options to solve a massive
problem that could affect the future as we know it. We have to set
a better example for our future kids, so that they don’t need to
suffer. It’s not too late to change the lifestyle that we are living in.
Make sure that you are not wasting precious resources.

I Can Hear A Siren
Round Avenue Maple
Night-now where-the bus!
Slurp! Munch! Crunch!
Now I’m home, where to Rome?
Burp!
The fridge! A Cupcake-frosty icing
Finished.
and sprinkles on top.
The bin is so far,
Munch! Munch! The case! The bin?
Might as well take the car.
Dad’s just taken it out.
About to rain,
Leave by the sink,
Just chuck it down it down the drain
Next to mom’s drink.
SWISH! SWISH!
Get out the way, I’m going to wash
All sloppy and cold,
up!
Wonder how I would survive if I SCOOP! All into the basin, and down
Were bald.
the plug…
My nose all pink, how about a drink?
Mmmmm… I am safe and warm.
A few days later,
Where’s the bin? Who cares …
Watchin my favourite skater
Just chuck it aside.
Dad opens the door,
I can hear a siren?!
Hey what did you do that for?
Oh it’s the police- better hide.
Changes it to the news.
Don’t want to be caught in a crime
I can hear a siren!?
scene.
Channels starts whizzing,
I’ll just catch the bus –oh no!
My soda pop fizzing,
Missed it. 15minutes wait….
Now reporter speaking,
How about some sweets while I
My hamster’s speaking.
wait?
Hang on, what did he say?
CHEW! CHEW! CHEW! CHEW! Yum
“Littering people,
Yum!
Plastic like a needle
The wrappers?
Police don’t know
Go to the local toilet and flush ‘em
Marine biologists in a row.
down there’!
He was near Avenue Maple…”
SSSSSHHHH!
Wonder that could be ….?

By Akshainie Rajan
Curated by the Ark Academy Library

